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Abstract
We show that the upper bound of the maximal Thurston–Bennequin number for an oriented alternating link given by the
Kauffman polynomial is sharp. As an application, we confirm a question of Ferrand. We also give a formula of the maximal
Thurston–Bennequin number for all two-bridge links. Finally, we introduce knot concordance invariants derived from the Thurston–
Bennequin number and the Maslov number of a Legendrian knot.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A smooth (2n+ 1)-dimensional manifold M2n+1 is said to have a contact structure if it carries a global differential
1-form ξ such that ξ ∧ (dξ)n = 0 everywhere on M2n+1. ξ is called a contact form. According to a classical theorem
of Darboux, if μ is a contact form on M3, then there exists a coordinate system (x, y, z) such that μ = dz − y dx.
We say that a contact structure in 3-space R3 is standard if it is given by a differential 1-form dz − y dx. The 3-space
endowed with the contact form dz−y dx is called the standard contact 3-space. A Legendrian link is a C∞-embedding
of disjoint circles in the standard contact 3-space R3, which are everywhere tangent to the contact distribution. The
composition of a Legendrian link L and the (x, z)-projection of R3 is called the front of L. Generically, the only
singularities of a front are cusps and transverse double points [19]. We assume that all fronts are generic. For example,
Fig. 1(a) shows a Legendrian knot which is ambient isotopic to the trefoil knot. To convert the generic front into a
link diagram of the same topological isotopy type, we need only round the cusps and make the strands with smaller
slope overcross at each double point as shown in Fig. 2. The front in Fig. 1(a) is transformed into the corresponding
diagram of a topological knot in Fig. 1(b).
Throughout this paper, we assume that all links are oriented. A Legendrian isotopy between Legendrian links L0
and L1 is an ambient isotopy between L0 and L1, with each level Legendrian. The Thurston–Bennequin number
denoted by tb(L) of a Legendrian link L from the (x, z)-projection is defined as in Fig. 3.
The Thurston–Bennequin number is known to be a Legendrian isotopy invariant of Legendrian links. We denote
by TB(L) the maximal value of tb over all Legendrian links which are ambient isotopic to L. TB(L) is called the
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maximal Thurston–Bennequin number of L. This invariant for oriented links plays an important role in knot cobordism
theory. TB is known to be useful to estimate the slice genus of knots [16,17]. It is also known that a knot concordance
invariant from the Heegaard Floer theory of Ozváth and Szabó gives bounds for TB [15]. Livingston showed that if
a knot K has nonnegative Thurston–Bennequin number, then all iterated untwisted (positive) Whitehead doubles of
K are not slice [11]. Lisca and Stipsicz gave a sufficient condition for the oriented 3-manifold obtained by rational
r-surgery on a knot K in S3 to carry positive, tight contact structures in the case that TB(K) = 2gs(K) − 1 where
gs(K) is the slice genus of K [10].
Let D be a diagram of a link L and ω(D) be the writhe of D. Then, the Kauffman polynomial F(x,y)(L) ∈
Z[x±, y±] is defined by x−ω(D)∧(x,y)(D), where ∧(x,y)(D) is a regular isotopy invariant of diagrams of L with
the properties given in Fig. 4.
Let f ∈ Z[x±, y±] be a Laurent polynomial and write f =∑i fi(y)xi where fi(y) are polynomials in y±1. We
denote the largest (or the smallest) exponent of x in f by max-degxf (or min-degxf ).
The upper bounds of TB(L) by making use of the Kauffman polynomial are given in [6,20,21] as follows.
Theorem 1.1. If L is a Legendrian link, then TB(L)−max-degxF(x,y)(L) − 1.
Remark 1.2. The author has shown that the upper bound is sharp for all positive links [21]. Sharpness also has been
obtained for most torus knots [3,4] and most pretzel knots [14]. Ng has shown that the Kauffman bound is sharp for all
2-bridge links [13]. In this paper, we will show that the Kauffman bound is sharp for all alternating links as follows.
Theorem 1.3. If L is an alternating link, then TB(L) = −max-degxF(x,y)(L) − 1.
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Let F(x,y)(L) ∈ Z[x±, y±] be the Kauffman polynomial defined by xω(D)∧(x,y)(D), where∧(x,y)(D) is a regular
isotopy invariant of diagrams of L as in the definition of F(x,y)(L) except that now we set
instead of (i) and (ii) in Fig. 4. Note that F(x,y)(L)/(x+x−1y − 1) = F(x,y)(L∗) = F(x−1,y)(L) [8], where L∗ is the
mirror image of L. Then Theorem 1.3 is restated as follows.
Theorem 1.3′. If L is an alternating link, then TB(L) = min-degx F(x,y)(L).
Suppose D is a reduced, connected alternating link diagram in R3 and shade the regions of D so that, near each
crossing, they are shaded as shown in Fig. 5.
For any alternating link L, there is a reduced, alternating link diagram D of L which can be shaded as in Fig. 5
because for each connected component Lc of L, we can have a reduced alternating link diagram Dc for Lc such that
the infinite region is unshaded. We obtain a reduced alternating diagram of L as the disjoint union of all such diagrams
for every components of L. We only use this diagram as a reduced alternating diagram for an alternating link in this
paper. Let r(D) be the number of shaded regions. Recall that ω(D) denotes the writhe of D. By making use of the
result in [23] and Theorem 1.3, we have:
Corollary 1.4. If L is an alternating link and D is a reduced alternating diagram of L, then TB(L) = ω(D) − r(D).
The HOMFLY polynomial P(x,y)(L) ∈ Z[x±, y±] is defined by the recurrent formula given in Fig. 6.
The Maslov number denoted by m(L) of a Legendrian link L from the (x, z)-projection is defined as in Fig. 7.
Fuchs and Tabachnikov showed the following result.
Theorem 1.5. (Fuchs and Tabachnikov [6]) If L is a Legendrian link, then tb(L) + |m(L)| < min-degxP(x,y)(L).
Given a link L in S3, let mTB(L) denote the maximal Maslov number of L (with respect to TB), defined as
mTB(L) = max
{∣∣m(J )∣∣ | J is Legendrian and ambient isotopic to L such that tb(J ) = TB(L)}.
By Theorem 1.5, 0mTB(L) < ∞.
In [5], Ferrand asked the following:
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Remark 1.7. Stoimenow obtained partial results concerning this question in [18].
By making use of Theorem 1.3′ and Theorem 1.5, we have:
Corollary 1.8. If L is an alternating link, then
min-degx F(x,y)(L) + mTB(L) < min-degxP(x,y)(L).
Remark 1.9. Corollary 1.8 gives an affirmative answer to Question 1.6. By making use of the results in [20,12],
we obtain the equality TB(L) = 2gs(L) − 1 for any positive knot L. Then by Theorem 1.5 we obtain the inequality
2gs(L) − 1 < min-degxP(x,y)(L) for any positive knot L. (See [5, Remark 2].)
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.4 and in Section 3 we
compute the Thurston–Bennequin number for all two-bridge knots and two infinite families of pretzel knots. In Sec-
tion 4 we show that there exists an infinite family of almost alternating knots for which the Kauffman bound of the
maximal Thurston–Bennequin number is sharp. In Section 5 we introduce knot concordance invariants derived from
the maximal Thurston–Bennequin number and the Maslov number of knots.
2. Proofs of Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.4
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let D be a reduced, alternating diagram of L in the (x, z)-plane. We shall prove the result by
induction on the number of connected components of D. First, we assume that D is connected. Let φ be a projection
from the (x, z)-plane to the x-axis. We assume that D lies in general position with respect to φ. We modify each
crossing whose overcrossing has positive slope so that the overcrossing has negative slope as in Fig. 8.
We denote the resultant diagram by D̂. Let b(D̂) be the number of local maxima of D̂ with respect to φ. Now we
transform each local maximum, local minimum and the crossings of D̂ as in Fig. 9.
Then we obtain a front of the Legendrian link which is ambient isotopic to L. We denote it by FL. By making
use of [23, Lemma 2.2], we can deform D̂ so that b(D̂) = r(D) by isotopy of the (x, z)-plane. By using the Main
Theorem of [23], we have max-degx
∧
(x,y)(D) = r(D) − 1. Thus we obtain
tb(FL) = w(D̂) − b(D̂) = w(D) − r(D) = −max-degxF(x,y)(L) − 1.
Now the result follows from Theorem 1.1 in the case where D consists of a single component. Here we assume
that the result holds for an alternating link L with a reduced alternating diagram such that the number of connected
components is less than or equal to n. Let L′ be an alternating link with a reduced alternating diagram D which has
n + 1 connected components. Put D = D0 ∪ D1, where D0 is a diagram with n connected components and D1 is
connected. Let L0 and L1 be the links corresponding to D0 and D1. Then we can construct two fronts FL0 and FL1
Fig. 8.
Fig. 9.
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FL0 and FL1 denoted by FL′ , represents L′ topologically. By the hypothesis of induction, we have
tb(FL′) = tb(FL0) + tb(FL1) = −max-degxF(x,y)(L0) − max-degxF(x,y)(L1) − 2.
By using a property of the Kauffman polynomial for the split union of links [9], we know that
−max-degxF(x,y)(L0) − max-degxF(x,y)(L1) − 1 = −max-degxF(x,y)(L′).
Thus the result is obtained by Theorem 1.1. 
Proof of Corollary 1.4. If D is connected, then the result is obtained by Theorem 1.3 and the Main Theorem of [23].
If D is the disjoint union of two reduced alternating diagrams D0 and D1, then w(D) = w(D0)+w(D1) and r(D) =
r(D0) + r(D1). Using this and the property of the Kauffman polynomial for the split union of links that we used in
the proof of Theorem 1.3, we can prove the result by induction on the number of connected components of D. 
3. Calculations
In this section, we calculate the maximal Thurston–Bennequin number by using the result proved in the previous
section.
A two-bridge link T (a1, a2, . . . , an) is defined by a link diagram as in Fig. 10, where ai denotes |ai |(= 0) crossing
points with sign εi = ai/|ai | = ±1.
Then by Corollary 1.4, we have
Proposition 3.1. Let m be a positive integer. Then
(1) TB(T (a1, a2, . . . , a2m)) =∑2mi=1 ai −∑mj=1 |a2j | − 1,
(2) TB(T (a1, a2, . . . , a2m+1)) =∑2m+1i=1 ai −∑mj=1 |a2j | − 2.
Let ϕ(p1,p2, . . . , pn) (pi ∈ Z) be a pretzel link as described in Fig. 11, where pi denotes |pi |(= 0) crossing points
with sign εi = pi/|pi | = ±1.
Fig. 10.
Fig. 11.
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(1) TB(ϕ(p1,p2, . . . , pn)) =∑ni=1 pi − n,
(2) TB(ϕ∗(p1,p2, . . . , pn)) = −∑ni=1(pi + |pi |) + n − 2,
where ϕ∗(p1,p2, . . . , pn) is the mirror image of ϕ(p1,p2, . . . , pn).
Remark 3.3. Proposition 3.2 is a generalization of the results in [7,6].
4. Kauffman polynomial of almost alternating knots
In this section we will show the existence of some infinite family of almost alternating knots for which the Kauff-
man bound of the maximal Thurston–Bennequin number is sharp.
Definition 4.1. A diagram is almost alternating if one crossing change makes it alternating. A knot is almost alternat-
ing if it is non-alternating and represented by an almost alternating diagram.
Remark 4.2. The notion of the almost alternating knots was introduced in [1], by Adams et al. They showed that all
but at most five of the 393 non-alternating knots of eleven or fewer crossings in [2] are almost alternating.
Example 4.3. 821 is an almost alternating knot as described in Fig. 12.
Fig. 13 gives the front of a Legendrian knot isotopic to 821. Using the definition given by Fig. 3, we see that its
Thurston–Bennequin number equals one.
We know that the maximal degree of the Kauffman polynomial of 821 with respect to variable x is −2. Then by
making use of Theorem 1.1, we know that TB(821) = 1.
Here we write FL(x, y) = f0(y;L)xm + f1(y;L)xm−1 + · · · + fm(y;L).
Proposition 4.4. For any integer n, there exists an almost alternating knot K such that
TB(K) = −max-degxF(x,y)(K) − 1 = n.
Fig. 12.
Fig. 13.
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Proof. To prove the case where n is positive, let K∗ be the connected sum of the mirror image of 31 and three copies
of 31 and let Kn be the connected sum of 821 and (n − 1) copies of K∗ (n > 0). (K∗ is shown in Fig. 14.)
By making use of the Main Theorem of [23], we know that if L is an alternating knot, then f0(y;L) is monic. By
using this, we can show that Kn is non-alternating. In fact, f0(y;821) = 3y2 − 3. Then by using Corollary 1.4 and
Example 4.3, we know that TB(K∗) = 0 and TB(821) = 1. Thus by making use of Theorem 1.1 and the result of [22],
we have
−max-degxF(x,y)(Kn) − 1 TB(Kn) = TB(821) +
n−1∑
i=0
TB(K∗) + n − 1 = n
= −max-degxF(x,y)(Kn) − 1.
Thus we have −max-degxF(x,y)(Kn) − 1 = TB(Kn) = n (n > 0). To prove the case where n is nonpositive, let K
be the connected sum of 821 and m copies of 87 (m > 0). Then by using the same method as above, we know that
−max-degxF(x,y)(K) − 1 = TB(K) = 1 − m and K is non-alternating. (We know that TB(87) = −2 [21,13].) If we
let n = 1 − m, then the proof is complete. 
5. Knot concordance invariants
In this section, we introduce two concordance invariants of knots derived from TB and mTB as defined in Section 1.
Let K , K0 and K1 be knots in S3. K0 and K1 are said to be concordant if there exists a submanifold A of S3 ×[0,1],
with A ∼= S1 × [0,1], such that A ∩ S3 × {i} = Ki (i = 0,1). If K is concordant to the unknot, then we call K a slice
knot.
We define the number TBC(K) to be the maximum of the set {TB(K ′) | K ′ is concordant to K}. We also define
the number mTBC(K) to be the maximum of the set {mTB(K ′) | K ′ is a knot which is concordant to K and satisfies
TB(K ′) = TBC(K)}. Then TBC and mTBC have the following properties.
Proposition 5.1. Let K,K0 and K1 be knots in S3.
(1) TBC(K) and mTBC(K) are concordance invariants of knots.
(2) TBC(K) + mTBC(K) 2gs(K) − 1.
(3) If K is a slice knot, then TBC(K) = −1 and mTBC(K) = 0.
(4) TBC(K0K1) TBC(K0) + TBC(K1) + 1.
Proof. The invariance of TBC is obvious from the definition. The invariance of mTBC is shown as follows. Let K ′
be a knot which is concordant to K . By the definition of mTBC , there exists a knot K ′′ which is concordant to K
such that mTB(K ′′) = mTBC(K) and TB(K ′′) = TBC(K). Then K ′ is concordant to K ′′ and TBC(K ′) = TBC(K) =
TB(K ′′). By the definition of mTBC , we have mTBC(K ′)mTB(K ′′) = mTBC(K). Similarly, we obtain mTBC(K ′)
mTBC(K). Thus we have mTBC(K) = mTBC(K ′). Next, we prove the inequality (2). As explained above, there is a
knot K such that K is concordant to K , mTB(K) = mTBC(K) and TBC(K) = TB(K). By using the result in [15],
we have TB(K) + mTB(K) 2gs(K) − 1. Thus the inequality (2) follows from this inequality because gs is a knot
concordance invariant. (3) is proved as follows. By using the result in [17], we have TB(©) = −1. If K is a slice knot,
then −1  TBC(©) = TBC(K). On the other hand, TBC(©)  2gs(©) − 1 = −1 by the inequality (2). Thus we
have TBC(K) = −1 and mTBC(K) = mTBC(©) = 0 by the inequality (2). Finally we prove the inequality (4). Let K ′0
and K ′ be knots which are concordant to K0 and K1 respectively. Assume that TB(K ′ ) = TBC(K0) and TB(K ′ ) =1 0 1
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because K0 K1 is concordant to K ′0 K ′1. This completes the proof.
Remark 5.2. By Proposition 5.1(2), if K is a knot with the genus equal to 1 and TB(K) > 0, then TBC(K) = 1 and
mTBC(K) = 0.
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